Corporate Travel’s role is to serve as an extension of our client’s sales and marketing teams by negotiating on their behalf, utilizing
our relationships and purchasing power with suppliers to provide the highest quality of service in the most cost-effective manner
giving us the ability to offer fair and flexible pricing from proposal to contract. Our dedicated Operations Managers are available
around the clock throughout the duration of each program, to offer support and deal with last minute changes. Through our passion,
attention to detail, strong relationships with all hotel brands, 25 years convention planning and expertise we develop our client’s
vision and make it happen.
We are a licensed travel agency with over 28 year experience in booking Leisure and Corporate Travel. We specialize in booking
large and small events for corporations and network marketing businesses (references upon request.) Our booking and travel
arrangements have taken us from booking entire Hotels worldwide Moscow, Dublin, London, Prague, as well as small and large US
city venues Vegas, Tampa, Salt Lake City, Scottsdale and many more.
As a leading resource for companies & corporations, we create a customized experience for your attendees while maintaining your
meeting objectives. We understand what it takes to deliver exceptional events and experiences and work tirelessly to define your
needs, allowing us to create a hand-tailored, customized event that encompasses your vision.
As a Destination Management Company we negotiate the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Lowest price rooms for your event or program.
FREE suites for the VIP’s where possible
FREE transfers to and from airports for VIP guests.
FREE upgrades to suites where possible on regular room categories.
Meeting rooms requirements based on F&B budget.
Discount meal coupons to keep the guest from leaving the hotel.
Handle all booking arrangements from start to finish and follow up personally with your guests if necessary (leaving you
free to sell and recruit not taking individual reservations.)
8. Corporate Travel’s experienced staff will be at the hotel to insure the following: registration, food/beverage, audio/video,
room registration, correct billing and attendees individual concerns.
9. Availability of registration programs.
10. Pricing plans that would include profit centers for your meetings.
11. Work with local convention bureaus for discounts to major attractions, added values and possible additional discounts at
venue.
12. We insure your attendees are treated like royalty. We can arrange for group air travel and will always be just a phone call
away to answer their questions. Our responsibility is to provide the most impressive event and let the company earn
money rather than spend money. You can rest at ease, enjoy your event, save money and time while doing what you do
best sell and recruit.

Our goal is not to meet your expectations, it is to exceed them. That is a lofty goal when your expectation of service are already
high. Your convention is not only a major expense each year, it is highly anticipated. Do not trust it to an amateur or a non caring
website. You deserve our special attention.
Chris, Betty and Bob

